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Introduction

Southern Housing Group is a business with 
social objectives, passionate about the difference 
we can make to our residents’ lives. We house 
around 77,000 residents, own and manage over 
30,000 homes and work with more than 40 
local authorities. In the last year we launched 
Southern 360, a new arm of Southern Housing 
Group which brings together our Independent 
Living for Later Life schemes, our Community 
Investment activities and our Supporting 
Independence and Care services. Southern 360 
has been created to strengthen our ongoing 
commitment to help improve the lives of our 
residents across all ages and communities. It will 
help us raise our voice on matters of importance 
to our residents and communities and to push 
for positive social change. Governance and 
oversight are delivered through our Community 
Investment and Care Committee, ensuring that 
we develop projects and services that meet that 
needs of our residents in the best possible way. 
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Our context Our achievements
The Investing in Communities Team lies at  
the heart of our social purpose. Our fundamental 
objective is to create opportunity and tackle 
disadvantage, improving the lives of our 
residents and the communities they live in.   

Over the past two decades we have delivered 
a highly successful Community Investment 
programme, supporting tens of thousands 
of residents in that time. Key to our success 
has been our commitment to being highly 
flexible and responsive to our residents’ 
needs. We work closely with our residents 
to ensure we understand their priorities. We 
closely monitor the ever-changing external 
operating environment, and continually adjust 
our operating model, tailoring our services as 
circumstances demand.  

In recent years, a significant focus for us 
has been supporting residents through the 
challenges faced by welfare reform, austerity 
and unemployment. These issues will remain 
priorities for us.  

Covid-19 is an unprecedented challenge for our 
communities, and its legacy will pose challenges 
for years to come. It is suggested that residents 
in social housing may be disproportionately 
impacted by the pandemic, and we will work 
hard to help them overcome the difficulties they 
encounter. New ideas and new ways of working 
are needed in the post-pandemic world, and we 
will deliver our services in ways that maximise 
the support we can offer our residents reflecting 
this changed environment.  

We have a strong track record in developing 
projects and services which are responsive to 
the needs of our residents and that reflect the 
external environment. Our Financial Inclusion 
service continues to go from strength to 
strength, and in 2019/20 it supported 1664 
residents, bringing in £3,632,991 in additional 
income for them. Our volunteering service 
continues to grow, and in 2019/20 we facilitated 
171 volunteers to support community projects 
across the group. We have been working closely 
with our supply chain on social value, and in 
the last year leveraged over £200,000 of cash 
and in-kind support for customer support and 
community projects. We recognise that food 
poverty is a growing concern for residents 
and is of even greater significance in our post 
Covid-19 environment. In 2019/20 we piloted 
a low-cost food pantry on the Ixworth Place 
estate in Kensington and Chelsea. This service 
enables residents to access good quality food 
in a dignified way and serves as a template for 
further projects that we plan to develop over  
the coming years.  

Through proactively supporting our residents, 
whether through reducing debt or arrears,  
or investing in positive activities which reduce  
anti-social behaviour and strengthen 
communities, we can create opportunity  
and make a difference to people’s lives.  
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Our strategy

The three themes are:

This strategy is based on:

• Our resident’s views and priorities, 
gathered through both formal and informal 
consultation and through regular day to day 
interactions with them 

• The views of our colleagues across  
the business 

• Feedback from networks, partners  
and stakeholders   

• Our knowledge and understanding of our 
external operating environment, including the 
inevitable impact of Covid-19 on the lives of 
our residents 

Our consultation has helped frame this strategy 
which is divided into three themes. However, 
as with much Community Investment work, 
each theme is interdependent, and ultimately 

supports our fundamental objective of creating 
opportunity and tackling disadvantage, 
improving the lives of our residents and the 
communities they live in.

The aims and priorities within each theme 
are defined here, but each theme will also be 
supported by a delivery plan that sets out the 
specific projects and resources needed to deliver 
the priorities, together with the anticipated 
outputs and outcomes ensuring we measure 
performance. 

We recognise that we are writing this strategy 
at a unique and challenging time, in the middle 
of a pandemic. Much of our consultation has 
been carried out during this time and anticipates 
likely impacts. We are therefore proposing to 
review this strategy in 12 months time to ensure 
that these priorities still accurately reflect the 
challenges our residents may face.  

Tackling poverty 
and sustaining 

tenancies  

Supporting our 
residents’ health 

and wellbeing

Strengthening 
neighbourliness 

and communities 



Theme 1 
Sustaining 
tenancies and 
tackling poverty
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Our strategy
Having a home underpins quality of life and 
opportunity for everyone. It provides a place of 
safety and stability. It is therefore important that 
our priorities reflect the importance of helping 
our residents keep their home when faced with 
challenges in their lives. 

We will continue to strengthen our Financial 
Inclusion service, supporting our residents to 
maximise their incomes, reduce their debts and 
arrears and become more financially resilient.  
We will continually adjust our services to meet 
the evolving needs of customers and the external 
environment, with a focus on the impact of 
Covid-19 environment we are operating in.  

We have shifted the focus of our employment 
offer from intensive one-to-one information, 
advice and guidance (IAG) to coordinating and 
brokering support for our tenants. Numerous 
other organisations provide IAG, and we believe 
the best use of our resource is to develop 
partnerships and projects that benefit the 
greatest possible number of our customers 
across the largest area, but in ways that are 
specific to their needs. Our role is to lever in 
that support, and ensure our residents are best 
placed to take advantage of those resources.  
We will make use of local, regional and national 
partnerships to achieve these aims, as well as 
utilising our grant funding to develop projects 
and partnerships. Through our social value 
agenda, we will also create opportunities for our 
customers through our supply chain.  

We will continue to advance our early  
tenancy support model, called New Beginnings. 
The purpose of this initiative is to assess the 
needs of new tenants right at the start of their 
tenancies, pre-empting challenges they may 
encounter, preventing arrears and putting in 
place early intervention,  

The Covid-19 pandemic has accelerated digital 
delivery in all aspects of life, including the 
way the Group’s services are delivered. Being 
digitally connected is now intrinsic to being 
connected to society. The consequence of this 
is that to be digitally excluded is to limit access 
to social and economic opportunities, to have 
reduced access to services and to increase social 
isolation. Maximising digital inclusion needs to 
be a priority for us. In addition, by ensuring our 
residents can operate online, we are supporting 
the wider SHG business as our own services 
become ‘digital first’. Over the next three 
years we will support residents to be digitally 
engaged whether through skills, equipment or 
connectivity, so they are not disadvantaged.

Food poverty and furniture poverty emerged as 
increasing priorities for tenants in the last year. 
Across the Group we have developed several 
pilot projects and partnerships to address these 
issues. These pilots have had positive impacts 
on customer’s lives, and we will build on that 
success over the coming year through the 
expansion of these initiatives. 

Theme 1 Sustaining tenancies and tackling poverty.
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Aim Priority

Ensure as many residents as possible 
benefit from our employment support  
and financial inclusion support, 
recognising the impact of Covid-19  

• Increase the number of people we 
support with our financial inclusion and 
employment support services, working 
through partners and agencies where 
specialist support is more appropriate  

• Maximise the income we help generate  
for customers through our interventions  

• Further develop New Beginnings, our early 
intervention and tenancy sustainment 
programme, supporting residents to 
manage their tenancy and prevent arrears 

• Support residents impacted by Covid-19  
by helping them into industries/sectors  
that present the most appropriate 
employment opportunities  

• Understand the needs of younger  
residents in the employment market and 
tailor support  

• Develop local partnerships for the benefit 
of our residents 

Support residents through welfare  
reform and the benefits system  

• Continue to provide expertise in welfare 
reform and the implications of any changes 
for the benefit of our residents  

• Proactively supporting residents through 
the benefits system who have been 
impacted by Covid-19  

Theme 1 Sustaining tenancies and tackling poverty.
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Aim Priority

To support, promote and enable our 
residents to be digitally connected to 
society and to the Group  

• To understand and address the skills,  
access and motivation challenges we know 
our residents face 

• Support young people to ensure they can 
benefit from digital opportunities and in 
particular digital learning  

• Support older residents with a tailored 
digital offer  

Support residents to access affordable, 
food, furniture and fuel  

 

• Increase our investment and impact on 
communities with a focus on furniture and 
food poverty  

• Evaluate the outcome and impact of  
our Food Pantry model and replicate where 
we can    

• Focus fuel poverty work on ensuring 
sheltered housing residents understand and 
benefit from maximising use of energy and 
fuel systems whilst minimising costs  

Theme 1 Sustaining tenancies and tackling poverty.



Theme 2 
Supporting our 
resident’s health 
and wellbeing
Collaborative working is more important 
than ever before in relation to the health and 
wellbeing of individuals and communities.  
We will continue to build partnerships at local, 
regional and national level to leverage support 
for the health and wellbeing of our customers. 
This will enable us to deliver and support local 
projects, but also allow us to address many of 
the underlying issues affecting our communities. 
These health and wellbeing challenges have been 
starkly highlighted by the impact of Covid-19, 
especially amongst our BAME communities, 

which have been disproportionately affected. 
Our residents told us that one of their biggest 
priorities was supporting them in response to  
the impact of Covid-19. 

We will support projects that promote the 
mental wellbeing and confidence of our 
customers.  We know that confidence and 
motivation underpin all our employment and 
financial inclusion work so we will continue to 
build on this as a platform for all services. 
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Theme 2 Supporting our resident’s health and wellbeing

Aim Priority

Recognise and support our resident’s 
communities through the impact of 
Covid-19   

• Focus CI activities and partnerships  
in areas that have been impacted  
by Covid-19 and estate/community-based 
schemes

• Recognise the impact of Covid-19 on 
young people across all age ranges and the 
communities they live in and tailor funding 
and projects to provide support   

To build the confidence and motivation of 
our residents  

 

• Deliver support through our  
Financial Inclusion and Employment  
service, volunteering and partnership 
development  

To tackle loneliness and isolation amongst 
our residents 

• Procure, develop and deliver projects and 
initiatives to reduce loneliness and isolation 
and improve health and well-being 
amongst vulnerable customers 

• Implement our “Getting to Know You“ 
programme across sheltered housing 
bringing together volunteers and older 
residents to share and learn  

• Maximise digital inclusion, creating new 
opportunities to engage in a digital way  

Understand and develop partnerships 
with health services, and engage in the 
‘health and housing’ agenda for the 
benefit of our residents   

• Understand the potential of our role within 
the social prescribing agenda  

• Through partnerships and networks ensure 
post Covid-19 health and wellbeing support 
reaches our residents and communities 



Theme 3 
Strengthening 
neighbourliness 
and communities
Never before has the value of volunteering 
and supporting our neighbours been more 
starkly brought into focus than during this time. 
We already have a programme of volunteer 
led activities and we already have a strong 
framework in place that provides the baseline 
for a volunteer led approach to supporting 
communities. We have demonstrated through 
the success of our Community Connectors 
programme that our residents are keen to 
harness the capacity within communities 

to create change. We want to capture this 
opportunity and build on this momentum.  

We also know that we cannot be everywhere, 
all the time. Our colleagues across the 
business are key to supporting our work in 
communities. In order to make a real impact and 
provide effective and sustainable support and 
engagement we have to work closely with our 
colleagues, ensuring that we understand our 
respective roles. 
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Aim Priority

To promote volunteering in local 
communities and build upon the network 
and culture of volunteering through 
Covid-19  

• Expand and promote our volunteering 
programme across our services in ways 
that help address the challenges faced by 
customers and communities  

• Support community and voluntary groups 
who want to stay together to support 
vulnerable local people, including the 
sustainability of Covid-19 support groups  

• Extend our Community Connectors model 
to new communities through volunteers 
and peer mentors  

To build local partnerships and networks 
that can support our communities  

• Deliver support through our  
Financial Inclusion and  
Employment service, volunteering  
and partnership development  

• Make best use of our open spaces 
and community buildings to support 
neighbourliness and communities  

• Work in partnership with our customers 
and customer service colleagues to 
maximise use of communal areas and open 
spaces on estates to improve community 
morale and cohesion  

Theme 3 Strengthening neighbourliness and communities
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The difference we make
We have a broad range of key performance 
indicators that we report on to our stakeholders 
and within our governance framework. In 
addition, we will measure the following to 
demonstrate the success of this strategy: 

• We will support our residents to sustain  
their tenancy 

• We will develop a distance travelled model to 
demonstrate the impact of our interventions 
on the wellbeing of our residents  

• We will support our residents seeking 
employment on their pathway into work  
or volunteering  

• We will support our most digitally excluded 
residents to build their digital presence  

• We will establish a Food Poverty Strategy 
which will deliver locally tailored support 
across the lifetime of this strategy  

• We will deliver Social Value impact to a value 
of no less than £200,000 per year  

• We will demonstrate leverage impact across 
our total costs   

• We will achieve no less than 90% in overall 
customer satisfaction levels 




